Product: Fan Coil Actuator, PWM
Type: FCA/S 1.1.2.2
Current Application program: Fan Coil Actuator PWM M/1.3

Software-Information to: Fan Coil Actuator PWM M/1.3
from: 03/2017

1. **Valve Outputs:**
   Bug fix of false overload detection at valve outputs under certain circumstances.

Software-Information to: Fan Coil Actuator PWM M/1.1
from: 01/2017

1. **Fan direct operation:**
The application program now supports the direct selection of the fan stage in fan direct operation mode by a group object (DPT 5.010). The selection by a percental value (DPT 5.001) is still possible.

Software-Information to: Fan Coil Actuator PWM M/1.0
from: 04/2015

1. **General:**
Application program at time start of launch.